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WE STUDY actions of elementary abelian p-groups (i.e. G = fi E/p, p prime), on manifolds or 
near-manifolds X (i.e. X is an n-manifold off of a singularity set of dimension <n - 2). The 
usual approach to actions of G on finite dimensional spaces Y is that pioneered by Bore1 
[2], and refined by Quillen [l 11 and others, and shows that one can calculate the homology 
of the fixed set YG from the homology of the Bore1 construction Y x E, (all with [F, 
G 
coefficients). One may roughly describe this approach by saying that if one can calculate a 
great deal about Y x E,, then one may calculate a great deal about YG. In this paper we 
G 
take a different point of view which says that if one can calculate a little bit about X x E, 
G 
and its relation to X, then one gets a little bit of information about Xc, where X is an n- 
manifold, or some generalization of manifold. The little bit of information we seek about 
Y x E, is the fate of the top dimensional cohomology H”(X) in H”(X x EG) (with Z 
coecfficients, which will tell us if Xc # 0. 
G 
For example let G = fi Z/p act, preserving orientation on an m-manifold M, and let 
j: M+M; E, denote inclusion, and let E=IHm(M)/j*Hm(M; EG)(. 
THEOREM. max 1 G, I= ( G l/E. 
xaM 
This appears, considerably generalized as (1.1) below. 
One may use such theorems to study the behavior of fixed points (i.e. the “pulling back” 
problem) for elementary abelian G under G-maps, and one can get results about G acting on 
products of spheres, and similarly “homologically sparse” spaces. 
We also use this approach to prove fixed point theorems on certain complex projective 
varieties, or cohomologically similar spaces, generalizing results of Bore1 [2] and Bredon 
[3] on cohomological complex projective spaces. 
tThis research was partly supported by the NSF, and also by the Danish Natural Sciences Research Council while 
the author was visiting Aarhus University. Many of the results were presented at the Aarhus Symposium of 1982. 
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81. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Generalizing Browder-Katz [6] let us define an (oriented) n-dimensional A-homoloyy 
near-manifold to be a locally compact space X such that X = Wu S, where W is a non- 
empty (oriented) n-dimensional A-homology manifold (i.e. for each x E W, (W, W-x) is a 
relative n-dimensional A-homology disk), S is closed and dim S<n- 1. In what follows A 
will be Z, B,,,, = the integers localized at a prime p, or [F,, = the field with p elements. 
More generally, a pair (X, A) is a relative n-dimensional A-homology near-manifold if 
X-A is an n-A-homology near-manifold. 
If n > 1, the one point compactification X of such is still one, where S= the one point 
compactification of S, but the subspace A can be unchanged in the relative version. 
Following [6] it is easy to show that 
fi,(X, A)=k”(X, A)=A 
(fi is homology or cohomology of the one point compactification modulo the point at co) 
Furthermore if G acts effectively on an oriented (X, A) preserving A and S and the 
orientation, (a G-n-A-homology near-manifold) then (X/G, A/G) is again an oriented n- 
dimensional relative A-homology near-manifold and if ‘IL: X+X/G, then deg 7~ =) G I. 
Let E, be a free contractible G-space (“universal G-space”), B,= E,/G, and if X is a 
G-space, define the Bore1 construction 8 on X by 
X=X 2 E, = (X x E,)/G (diagonal action). 
Then fz is a fibre bundle over B, with fibre X, using projection on the second factor of 
X x E, to define the bundle projection. If (X, A) is a G-pair (X, A) is a fibred pair over B,, 
and let i: (X, A)-@, A^) denote the inclusion of fibers. 
Let (X, A) be a G-relative oriented n-A-homology near-manifold. 
DEFINITION. Exp((X, A), G) = 1 p(X, A)/j* I@(.?, R)I (using cohomology with A-coe#i- 
cients), where p(.%, A) =cohomology of the Bore1 construction of the l-point compactijication 
of (X, A). 
This definition is closely related to what is called trace in Gottlieb [lo] and it has been 
generalized to a purely algebraic setting of G-chain complexes in Adem [l]. It is easy to see 
that Exp((X, A), G) divides IGJ, and they are equal if G acts freely (cf. Browder [4]). 
THEOREM (1.1). Let G z fi Z/p, (X, A) G-relative n-Z (,,-homology oriented near-manifold. 
Then there is an x E X -A such that 1 G,l is divisible by 1 Cl/l Exp((X, A), G)I. If X is a relative 
Z(,,-homology manifold, (i.e. S= a), then (G(/Exp((X, A), G)= max lGxl. 
xcX-A 
This has been generalized to finite dimensional permutation G-chain complexes in 
Adem [l]. In Gottlieb [lo], a version of our proof is presented in the manifold case. 
COROLLARY (1.2). Let (Xi, A,), (X,, AZ) be oriented relative G-n-&,-homology mani- 
folds, G=fiH/p,f: (X,, A,)+(X,,A,) a proper G-map with degf=p’l, 2gOmodp. Zf 
XEX,- A, with ) G,I = p”, then there is an x’ Ef - ‘(x) with ( G,, 1 diuisible by pS-‘. In particular 
if G, = G and deg f f 0 mod p, then there is x’ Ef -l(x) with G,. = G. 
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The statement about fixed points, a property we have called “pulling back a fixed point” 
has been further studied in Browder [S], and generalized to abelian p-groups. The fixed 
point case of (1.1) has the following generalization to IF, coefficients: 
THEOREM (1.1)‘. Suppose G = fi Z/p, (X, A) a relative G-n-ff,-homology near-manifold 
- (not necessarily oriented if p = 2) and suppose j *: H”(X, a; F,)+H”(X, A; F,) is onto. Then 
(X-A)’ is non-empty. 
COROLLARY (1.2)’ Let f: X,+X2 be a proper G-map of G-IF,-homology manifolds of 
dimension n, and suppose f,: H,(X,; 5,)+ H,(X,; IF,) is non-zero. Then 
max rank G, = max rank G,. 
XSX, XEX2 
It follows (as in Browder [S], (1.6)) that: 
COROLLARY (1.3)‘. An elementary abelian p-group G cannot act on an (oriented if p# 2) 
compact n-F,-homology near-manifold X with XG consisting of a single isolated point in the 
mantfold part of X. 
This may happen with the fixed point in the non-manifold part, as shown by the second 
example of 96. 
For &,,-homology manifolds (1.2)’ is of course a special case of (1.2), but it follows also 
from (1.1)‘. It is not obvious how to deduce (1.1)’ from (1.1) in this case. 
One may apply (1.1) to generalize a theorem of Carlsson [S]: 
COROLLARY (1.3). Let G = fi Z/p act on X, with X a cm-dimensional &,-homology near- 
manifold and with H*(X; Z&,)Z H*(fiS”; Z(,,), G acting trivially in homology. Then G has 
an isotropy subgroup of order divisible by pke4. 
This follows from the generalization of Browder [4] (1.1): 
COROLLARY (1.4). Let G g fi Z/p, acting orientably on an oriented relative n&,,- 
homology near-manifold X, and let E = fi exp Hi+ 1 (G; knwi(X, A)). Then G has an isotropy 
i=l 
subgroup on X-A of order divisible by IGI/E. 
(1.4) may be generalized to an arbitrary finite dimensional G-complex by thickening a 
G-embedding of X in some representation space and applying (1.1). However Adem [I] 
gives a direct and more general result. 
One may study the situation of Browder-Katz [63 and use (1.1) to prove fixed point 
theorems. Similarly to [6] (1 S), define a polarization of a 2n-near-manifold X as an element 
aE H’(X) such that deg X = a”[X] >O, generalizing the notion of a complex projective 
variety and a hyperplane section. 
THEOREM (1.5). Let G 2 fi Z/p act on a polarized Zn-near-mantfold X, with g*(a) = a for 
all g E G, and with H l(X) = 0. If X, is a G-invariant polarized Zm-near-submantfold X, c X, 
and ifdegX,$Omodp and +dimX, f -1 modp, then Xp#@. 
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Important special cases are where X, =X, or where X = @P”, GcPU(n+ 1). 
This generalizes a result of Bore1 [2] in case X, has the cohomology of @Pm. 
COROLLARY (1.6). Let the elementary abelian p-group G act on a complex projective 
variety X such that either 
(a) G acts through the ambient projective space or 
(b) g*(a)=a, gEG, creH2(X) the hyperplane class and H’(X)=O, 
and suppose deg X f 0 mod p and dim Xf - 1 mod p. Then X G # 0. 
6: 
THEOREM (1.7). Let T”=fiS’ act continuously on a complex projective variety V, and 
suppose either that H, (V; Q) is zero, or T” acts via an action on @Pm I V. Then VT” # 0. 
This generalizes a result of Bore1 [2], in particular we do not assume non-singularity of 
V. Brylinski [7] has independently proved such a theorem using intersection cohomology, 
carrying Borel’s proof over to the singular case, and getting information about the 
intersection cohomology of the fixed set. 
THEOREM (1.8). Let G = Z/p acting on a polarized Zn-near-manifold X as in (1.5), and X1 a 
polarized 2m-near-submanifold invariant under G, with deg X, $0 mod p. Then one may write 
p-1 
X7 as a disjoint union X~=F,uF,v.. . uF,_, and 1 (dim Fi+2)>2m+2. 
i=O 
Bredon [3] (3.1) gives such a formula for X, = CP” with a stronger conclusion of 
equality and with each Fi having F, cohomology of some CP”‘. Inequality is the best one 
can hope for in this generality as the example of X =@P”-’ x @P’ shows, using a E/p- 
action on @PI, so that XG=@Pm-’ xOu@P”-’ x co (where @P’ = @u 00, H/p acts 
as p-th roots of 1). 
The proof of (1.1) follows from the following theorem: 
THEOREM (1.9). Suppose Y is a G-space, G ~fi Z/p and suppose either 
(a) Y is a G - C W complex 
or 
(b) Y is compact. 
Suppose further that max rank G, = s. Then p”H *( Y/G, f)=O (using Cech cohomology 
Yer 
with (‘b)). 
We prove this in 92 and then deduce (l.lH1.4). In $3 we prove (1.1)’ and (1.2)‘, and 
deduce some corollaries showing that G must have more than a single fixed point in many 
cases. We prove the theorems on algebraic varieties (1.5H1.8) (or polarized 2n-near- 
manifolds) in $4. 
In $5 we describe a procedure of doing surgery on a G manifold M, which changes M by 
a single surgery and adds a new spherical component to MG (where GrZ/p). This shows 
that the components of MG may not be polarized 2n-manifolds, even if M is. 
This recalls a question of Bredon: If GrZ/p acts on a “cohomologically Klihler” 
manifold M, do the components of MG have to be “cohomologically Klhler”? 
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In 96, we give examples to show that (1.1) and (1.1)’ cannot be extended to more general 
abelian groups (e.g. Z/p2), and that the second part cannot be extended to near-manifolds. 
52. ISOTROPY SUBGROUPS AND EXPONENTS 
In this section we will prove (1.9) and deduce (1.1) from it. We shall give the proof in the 
absolute case, the relative case being similar, but with more complicated notation. 
For any G-space Z we let Z = Z x E,. Note that we will not use the * notation for any 
G 
other group but G, so that for other groups, we will write it out in full. 
LEMMA (2.1). Let Y be a G-space with G,= H for all YE Y and G=K xH. Then 
P=(Y/G)xB,. 
Proof: Since G = K x H and G, = H for all x E Y, it follows that K acts freely on Y. Hence 
Y/G=Y/KrYxE,.A1soE,=E,xE,,,so 
K 
P=YxE,/G=YxE,xE,/KxH 
=(Yx E,)xE,/HzY/KxB, 
K 
since H acts trivially on Y x E,. 0 
Now suppose G is an el:mentary abelian p-group. Then for any ye Y, G = G, x K,. Let 
H c G be an isotropy subgroup and define 6 Y” = YH n u YH’, rank H’ > rank H, so that by 
(2.1) if Y,“= YH-GYH, Yf= Yf/G x B, and (Yf/G, ?,“)z Yf/G x(cB,, BH). 
PROPOSITION (2.2). Let Y be a G-C W complex, G = fi Z/p. Then 
(a) H*( PH, sPH)zH*((YH/G, 6YH/G) x B,,) 
and 
Proof. This follows from the above remarks using the fact that 6Y” has a G regular 
neighborhood V in YH, so that by excision (P”, P) has the cohomology of a product, and 
( YH, 6Y”) is a G-deformation retract of (Y”, V). 0 
COROLLARY (2.3). Zf G = fi H/p and Y is a G-C W complex, then 
pH*( YH/G, 6Y”/Gu P”)=O. 
This follows immediately from (2.2) (b) and the universal coefficient theorem, since 
H = h h/p so that 
pR*(B,,)=O. cl 
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Now filter Y as follows: Let Yi = { y E Y such that rank G, 2 i}. Hence 
Y=Yo=JY,l...lY,=JYy,+, = 0 where s=max rank G,, so that Y, = YG. Since 
Ysr 
YH1n YH2= YH1’H2 and rank H,.H,>rankZ-Zj, j=l, 2, if H,#H, it follows that 
Yi-Yi+,=U(YH-~Y~), 
the disjoint union over subgroups H where rank H=i. 
LEMMA (2.4). Let Y be a G-C W complex, G = fi Z/p. Then 
H*(Y,/G, Y,+,/Gu~J~ c H*(YH/G,(6YH/G)uPH). 
rankH=i 
Further the group is 0 for i = 0, and has exponent p for i > 0. 
The isomorphism follows from the above remark and excision as in (2.2) (b). For i = 0, 
G acts freely on Y, - Y, so that Ya - Y, /G z ( Ya - Y, ) h, so the group is 0. For i > 0, (2.3) 
implies the group has exponent p. 0 
LEMMA (2.5). Let Y be a G-C W complex, G =fi Z/p. Then, for i>O 
(a) p’H*( Yi/G, Yi+,/Gu 9,)=0, 
and 
(b) p’-‘H*( Y/G, YJGu P)=O. 
This follows from (2.4) and induction using the exact sequence of the triple 
(Yi/G, Yi+r-r/GU pi, Yi+,/Gu pi): 
. . . ~Hq( Y~+,_,/Gu pi, Yi+,/GU Pi)+Hq+l(Yi/Gy Yi+,_,/GU Pi) 
-Hq+l(Yi/G, Y,+,/Gu?J+. . . . 
Note that 
Yi+I-IIGn pi= Yi+,-r, 
so that 
(ri+,-r/G, Y,+,/G~pi+,-,)~(r,+,-,/Gupi, ri+r/GuPi) 
is an excision, so an isomorphism in cohomology. Thus we may apply (2.4) to the latter, and 
(2.5) follows. 
THEOREM (2.6). Let Y be a G-C W complex, 
Then pSH*( Y/G, P) = 0. 
Apply (2.5)(b) with r = s + 1, so that Y, = 0. 
0 
G = fi Z/p and suppose max rank G, = s. 
yer 
0 
Proofof(1.9). The (a) part is (2.6). To prove (b), if we take the nerve N(a) of a sufficiently 
fine G invariant covering a of Y we get a G-C W complex ) N(a)1 = 2, and max rank Gz = s. 
ZEZE 
Then pSH*(Z,/G, 2,)=0 by (2.6). But fi*(Y/G, y)=QH*(Z,/G, 2,) so (1.9) follows. 0 
a 
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We now proceed to the proof of (1.1): 
Consider the diagram: 
H”(X/G) 2 H”(2) : H"+'(X/G, 2) 
\I x* i’ 
H”(X) 
where the row is exact and the triangle commutes. Recall that H”(X/G)z H”(X)%&, and 
z* is multiplication by 1 GI = pk. It follows that, since j *q* =x* and j * H”(z) ~p’H”(x), 
6H”(X) therefore contains an element of order p Ire’. Applying (1.9), the first part of (1.1) 
follows. 
PROPOSITION (2.7). Let H be a p-group acting on (X, A), a relative A-homology n-manifold. 
A=ZC,,orF,.Zf(X-A)H#O,then thereisan~EH”(_j?,~;A)suchthatj*(rl)[X,A]=l. 
Proof: Let x0 E(X - A)H. Then X-x0 is invariant under H, so we have an H-map of 
pairs i: (X, 0) --) (X, X -x0). Since X -A is a A-homology manifold (X, X -x,,) is a relative 
A-homology n-cell, and by the Thorn isomorphism theorem, or a spectral sequence 
argument 
Hence we have an element tx~H”((X,x-x,)x B,)such thatj,*(cr)[(X,X-x0)1=1, and 
H 
soj*i?l(tl)[X] =(i*j$(@)[X] =j,*(x)i*[X] =j,*(cr)[(X, (X-x,))]= 1, where 
X J X;EH 
(x, x-h) ; E,. q 
Next we prove the second part of (1.1). Let H = G,,, where 1 G,,I is maximal. If we 
consider the universal space E, as simply E, with the subgroup H acting, then 
R: X ,” EH + X ; E, is a covering map, so we have a transfer map T: H”(X ; EH) + 
H”(X; EG) and x*T(z)=~~-~z, where pk-S=[G:H]. Also zj=j; where 
j:X-+XxE,,j:X+XxE,. 
H G 
Hence 
which completes the proof of (1.1). 
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Proofof( 1.2). Since 1 G,I =p”, x E X, -A, and (X,, A,) is a G relative n - Zo,,-homology 
oriented manifold, by (l.l), there is a creH”(X, A) withj~(a)[X,J$Omodpk-S+l. Hence 
f*~:(a)Ex,l=j:(a)(f,Cx,l) 
=j,*(a)((degf)[X,])fOmodpk-““+‘. 
Hence, by (l.l), there is an element y E X 1 - A I with 1 G, 1 divisible by pS-‘. 
To get the finer statement with ygf- l(x), we choose a small G invariant neighborhood 
V of x in .X,-A, and consider the restriction of f,f’:(X,, A,uf-‘(X1- V)) + 
(X,, A,u(X,- V)) which is a proper G-map with degf’=degf: Applying the above 
argument we get y of- 1 (V) with 1 G,I divisible by p”-‘. But I/ was an arbitrary G invariant 
neighborhood of x, so that there must be such a y inf-‘(x). q 
Proofof(1.4). Let ,MEH”(X, A)=E,“.” be a generator, E;*q = HP(B,; Hq(X, A)) the E, 
term of the spectral sequence of the fibred pair (8, A) over Be. Then Ef’*q is a subquotient of 
HP(B,; Hq(X, A)), so if ep,q=exp HP(B,; Hq(X, A)), e,,;E,PVq=O. 
If x E E,“,“, then d,x~E:y”-‘+I, so d,((e,,“_,+ 1 )x)=O.Henceife=(lfl ei,~-i+,).thene~ 
is a permanent cocycle in the spectral sequence, so epcj*H”(X, A)cH”(X, A). Hence 
Exp((X, A), G) divides e, and (1.1) implies (1.4). 0 
This is similar to the original proof of Browder [4] (1.1) (compare 143 $4). 
93. PROOF OF (1.1)’ AND SOME COROLLARIES 
We take [F,-coefficients throughout. Let aEk”(X, A^) such that j*(a)[X, A] #O in [F,, 
LEMMA (3.1). a is indecomposable in fi*(X, A^) as an H*(B,) module, i.e. 
a$fij(X, A^)*H*(B,)for j<n. 
For anything in H*(X, a)*fi*(&) restricts to 0 in H*(X, A) and a restricts 
non-zero. 0 
LEMMA (3.2). a generates a free H*(Bo) submodule offi*(f, A^). 
Since a is a permanent cocycle in the spectral sequence, a @ H*(B,) c ET*” also consists 
of permanent cocycles, and this is a free H*(B,) submodule in E,, hence in k*(X, A^). 0
LEMMA (3.3). There is an exact sequence of H*(B,) modules 
O--+K+k*(X, &F-+0 
where F isfree over H*(B,) on a single n-dimensional generator, and a E I?*(.%?, 2) goes to this 
generator. 
Proof: We define K as the H*(B,) submodule consisting of all elements xekq(g?, 2) 
(anyq)suchthatj:_.(x)=Oiniiq(~q_n,A^q_.),where~q_.=X; (E,)q-“,whereEz-“isthe 
(q-n) skeleton of Eo. This is an H*(B,) submodule, and any y $ K must be represented in 
E, by a*b, some bE H*(Bo), a representing p(X, A)= Et*“. (3.3) then follows 
from (3.2). 0 
Since F is H*(B,) free, the sequence of (3.3) splits, so localizing at ~1 as in Quillen 
[l 11, p= the product of all Bocksteins in H’(Bo), the sequence is still exact, so 
k*(X, A^)[~/PJ#O, hence k*(X, A)‘@ H*(BG)[l/p]#O and (X-A)‘#@. Cl 
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PROPOSITION (3.4). Let G = fi Z/p act on a compact [F,-homology n-near manifold X n > 0, 
I 
and suppose there is an n E H”(X; [F,) such that j*(n) [X] # 0 in [F,,. Then XG has at least two 
points. 
Proof: By (l.l)‘, XG # 0, so choice of x0 E XG determines a section pO: BG+X, and a 
splitting of the cohomology sequence 
-4*(x, B,; Fp) 2 H*(X; [Fp)&If*(BG: rF,)+ 
X* 
But (2, EG) is the Bore1 construction on the G-pair (X, x0) and j*rr*H”(BG; 5,) =O. We also 
have the commutative diagram: 
H”(X, &; IT,) kr H”(X; F,) 
I 
jX 
I 
j* 
H”(X, x0; F,) - H”(X; [F,). 
Z 
Then j*(q) =j*(q - rt*p,*~) and v] - rc*p,*q = k*(q,) and it follows that jg(qo)[X, x0] #O. By 
(1.1)’ (X-X,)G#@. c3 
COROLLARY (3.5). Let G z fiE/p act on a compact IF,-homology n-near manifold X n > 0, 
(oriented tfp#2) with a ‘manifoldfixed point x0 E W” c XG. Then there is at least one more 
fixed point in X, i.e. XG # (x0}. 
For by (2.7) and (3.4), XG has at least 2 points. q 
COROLLARY (3.6). For any equioariant G-compacti@ation of a G-representation V” by a 
set S with dim S<n-1, SG#(ZI. 
$4. ACTIONS ON COMPLEX PROJECTIVE VARIETIES 
Following Browder-Katz [6] we use the cohomological abstraction of a complex 
projective variety we call a polarized 2n-near-manifold, i.e. an oriented compact 2n- 
near-manifold X with an element aeH2(X) such that deg X=a’[X] ~0. A G polarized 
2n-near-manifold (X, a) is a G-2n oriented near-manifold which is polarized, such that 
g*(a) = a for every g E G. 
Proof of (1 S). At first G may be any finite group. Since g*(a) = a, all g E G, a represents 
an element in ET* 2 in the spectral sequence for 8 over &, and since H’(X) = 0, d,a = 0, i.e. 
a is transgressive. ‘Hence a is also transgressive in the spectral sequence for 8, over B,, 
(with any coefficients) so that d,a E E2.O z H3(BG)/d2E:* ‘. 
LEMMA (4.1). If deg(X,, a)+ 0 mod, p, then d,E:* ’ =0 in H3(BG; IF,). 
Proof Suppose y represents an element of Ei. ‘, with F,-coefficients. Then 
a”(;l)=O in Ei*2m+ l=(), 
so that d2(amy)=amd2(r)=0. Since deg(X,, a)fO mod p, am is a generator of H’“(X,, Z(,,), 
hence d2(Y) = 0. 0 
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LEMMA (4.2). If m f - 1 mod p, and deg(X r, a) f 0 mod p then d,a = 0 in H’(B,; F,) so 
that ai are permanent co&es in the spectral sequence with F,-coefficients for _,? over B,. 
Proof Following the argument in Bore1 [2], p. 168, we note that r’“+ ’ = 0 (being of too 
high dimension in X,). But d3(am+ ‘) =(m + l)a”d,( ) a , so that if m + 1 is prime to p. d,a = 0, 
since E:~2m~E~*2m~ H3(B,; F,) @ H’“(X; F,) and zm generates Hzm(X; ffP). Hence a is a 
permanent cocycle, and hence ai are permanent cocycles, for all i. c! 
Now we specialize to the case where G = fi Z/p. Since a” is a permanent cocycle, 
j*H2m(81; lF,)=H2m(X1; E,), so by (l.l)‘, Xy#0. This completes the proof of (1.5). 0 
Poof of (1.7). Since G = T” has only finitely many different isotropy subgroups on V, 
there are only a finite number of primes dividing the order of n,(G,) for any x E V. Thus for 
any large enough prime p, the elementary abelian p-subgroup E = fi H/p c fi S’ = G will 
have the properties that 
(2) p does not divide deg V 
(3) dim V$ - 1 mod p. 
Since G is connected g*(a) = a for any g E G, so (1.6) applies to show VE # 0, so VG # 0. 
0 
Proof of (1.8). For GziZ/p, H3(Bo)=0, and since aE H2(X,) is transgressive, a is a 
permanent cocycle. Hence ai are permanent cocyles for all i < m. Choose Cr E H2(8, ; lFp) such 
that j*(r) = a. 
LEMMA (4.3). {?, O<i<m} generate a free H*(Bo; F,) submodule in H*(Xr ; ‘FP). 
Proof: Sincej*!?=z,j*cl’=a’#O in H*(Xr; IF,) l<i<m. 
Let M,,,= the H*(BG; F,) submodule generated by g’, r,<i,<sin H*(8,; I?,,). Then M,,,, 
is the free H*(Bo; F,) generated by E” and we have a split exact sequence for O<r<m- 1: 
O+M,,,-,-+M,~,-+M,,,-+O 
(compare $3). Now multiplication by E gives a map 
which is onto, and both are modules with m-r- 1 generators. If M,, l,m is free, then so is 
M,. m- 1 since it maps onto M, + 1 ( m with the same number of generators. Since M,, m is free it 
follows by induction down on r that M,,, is free for O<r<m. 0 
Let i: X7-+X1, i^: Xy x B,+8,. 
LEMMA (4.4). ?* is injective on M,, ,,,, the submodule of H*(8,; iFP) generated by 
1,dL,g2 am. 1 . . , 
Proof Since X 1 is finite dimensional, r* is injective on H4(x1 ; IF ,,) for q suficiently large 
(see Bredon [53]). But multiplying by a power of the periodicity generator y E H2(Bo; ff,) 
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will bring any non-zero element of M,,, into this injective range, and multiplying by ;’ is 
injective on Mo,, since M,,, is free. over H*(B,; F,) by (4.3). c 
The idea of the remainder of the proof follows roughly Bredon [3](3.1), p. 378. 
Let Xy= u Ci be the representation of X7 as the union of its components so that 
iel 
J?y=XF x B, = IJ Ci x B, and let ai~HO(Ci; IF,,) be the unit element in the cohomology. 
isl 
Hence 
if i+j 
if i=j. 
Then the integral elements in H2(8y; jFp) can be represented as sums xxi @ 
1 +a, @ ui with xi integral in H’(C,; IF,), 1 unit in H”(BG; IF,), ui~H2(B,; iFp). Hencei 
a,=i*(Cr)=Cx,@ 1 +ai@ui 
and ab O<ibm, 
generate a free H*(BG; F,) submodule of H*(J?y; IF,). 
Let FO= u Cj such that uj=O for jeJ,, or in other words F0 is the largest union of 
jpJ0 
components uch that a0 restricted to UC, x B, is nilpotent. If B is a chosen generator of 
H2(B,; [F,), we define similarly Fi= U Cj, where uj= ifi for jE Ji. In some sense, we may 
jeJ, 
think of F,, . . . ,F,_ 1 a-s corresponding to the different characters of G, with respect o the 
choice of a,,, which determines how these components are numbered, in analogy to a linear 
representation. 
p-1 
Let i,: f, x B, +XG x B, so that 1= Uik, 1, = 1 it. Suppose m,- 1 is the height of 
k=O 
i$(ao) so that Idaho-’ #O and i$(aO)mo=O. Now ab=~i:(ab)=~(i~(a,))f and iz(a,)‘= 
LEMMA (4.5). Let M(z,, . . . ,z,,, ) be the free module over ff,,[/l] with generators 
z(), . . . ,Zm. Thenfor any E.,, . . . ,A,, with &EM(z,, . . . ,z~_~), zo, z,+ll,, z,+A,, . . ,I,,, 
+I., are another set offree generators for M(zO, . . . ,z,). 9 
It follows that 1, ro, . . . ,a:“, at”a,, a;JIoa:, . . . ,a;;OaTMmo is another basis, where 
a1 =a,-B. so z1 is nilpotent on F,. The elements ayai, on F, are in M(1, ao, . . ,a!“), 
so they must span a free module in c H *( F, x B,; iFp). Now u; restricted to F, is of the 
k>O 
form ~+a,@(/#, where ~EA*(F,,~F,)OH*(B,;IF,), so if m,-1 is the height of iTa,, 
1 a;;Oa 1,. . . ? a;;Oa;II} span a free H*(B,; IF,) submodule of H*(F,; F,,) 0 
H*(B,; [Fp). Proceeding by induction, if ai = a0 - ip, the first m + 1 of the elements 
1, ao, 4, . . . ,a:‘, a;;Oal, . . . ,ayay’, . . . ,aFayl, . . . ,c$p;’ 
are a free basis for M(l, ao, . . ,a~),so~mi>m+1.ButdimFi>2mi-2,sincea~~-’#Oin 
H2mi-2( F,; IF,), so (1.8) follows. 0 
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Cohomological methods cannot show that dim Fi=2mi-2 as we will show in an 
example in the next section. 
$5. AUGMENTING THE FIXED SET BY SURGERY 
In this section GgZ/p and we will describe an operation on a (smooth) G-manifold M 
which changes M by a single surgery and adds a new spherical component to the fixed set 
of M. 
Let Vk be a free representation of G, and suppose we have a (smooth) G embedding 
S(V) x D’ c Mm, m= k- 1 + I, (G acting trivially on D’). Since S(V) x S’-’ is also the G 
boundary of D(v) x S’-‘, M’=(M -int(S( V) x D’)) u (D( V) x S’-‘) is a new (smooth) 
G-manifold. Since G acts freely on S(V), MC c M -int(S( V) x D’), but 0 x S’-’ is fixed by G 
in D(V) x S’- ‘, so MIG = MC u S’-‘. We call this operation augmenting the fixed set by 
surgery. 
The simplest way to apply this process would be to take an element, x of 
ICY ((M - M’)/G) which goes non-trivially to G, so that if dim M > 2, x can be represented by 
an embedding S’ c (M- M’)/G, with S’ non-trivially covered. If (M - M’)/G is 
orientable, S’ has a trivial normal bundle, and lifting we get an equivariant embedding 
S’ x D”- ’ c M-M’. Doing the surgery we get M’ with M” = MG u S”-2. 
Another easy way to find such embedding is along the fiber, the normal bundle of a 
component of the fixed set, which will add a sphere of the same dimension as that 
component. 
Applying this process to a G-action on an algebraic variety with G-action (e.g. CP”) we 
get a new G-manifold, which is still a polarized 2n-manifold of the same degree, but now 
there is a component of the fixed set which is not polarized. The resultant G-manifold will 
not in general ook like a Kihler manifold, even homologically. 
We may apply this surgery process to a generator of ~I(S2”“/Z/p) (for a free Z/p 
action), to get a Z/p manifold M”‘+’ which has the properties: 
(1) M is diffeomorphic to S2 x S2”- ‘, if p is odd, 
(2) MC is diffeomorphic to S2”- ‘. 
If we look at the spectral sequence for fi, we see (on general principles) that Ez*2”+1 and 
Ef” consist of permanent cocycles and ET*q =Ezq for q=O and 2n+ 1. If the generator 
gE,5’$2”-1 were a cycle, then it would follow that E, =E,, but this is impossible since 
rankF,H.JMG; F,)=2. Hence d,,_,g#O in E$:I$2 and this is the only non-trivial dif- 
ferential, with all its activity taking place in the ‘middle’ of the spectral sequence, in fiber 
degrees between the top and bottom dimensions of M. Such examples had been pointed out 
in Bredon [3], VII. 8 and VII. 9. 
$6. SOME EXAMPLES 
We give an example of G = Z/p2 acting on effectively on a manifold M with MC = 0, but 
with x EH”(M ; E,) such that j*(x)[X] $0 mod p. 
Let Z/p2 act on S2”-l via the homomorphism I: E/p2+Z/p and a free action of 
U/p on S2n-1. Take the action of G on 0’ as p2 roots of unity (free on S’ =dD’) and let 
Mo=D2 xSZn-l, and let M =double of MO =S2 x S’“-l. Clearly MC = 0, the only isotropy 
subgroup being Z/p t ZJp’. 
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Since the G-action on S”‘-l factors through Z/p, we have a commutative diagram: 
S2”-l x EG-+S2n-1 x Ez/p 
; 
ZIP 
and since Zfp acts freely on S2”- ‘, S2”- ’ x EZiP z S2”- ‘/Z/p = L2”- ‘, the lens space. In the 
HIP 
spectral sequence over Bzip we have that d,,(g) = y”, where g generates H2”- ‘(S’“- ‘) z 
fpJ(qp;H2”-l(S2”-l)) ZE;‘2”-1 and y E H2(BzIp) = H2(Z/p; H”(S2” - ‘)) z E;, ‘. 
Now r*(y) =pz, z E H’(B,), and hence in the spectral sequnce over BG d2”(g)= r*(y”)= 
(r*(y))” = (pz)” =p”z” =0 if n > 1. Hence g is a permanent cocycle in the spectral sequence 
over BG so there is an element WEH~“-~(S~“-~ x EG) withj*(w)[S2”-l] jfO mod p. 
G 
Then M ; E, is an S2 bundle over S2”-’ 2 E, and it has a section, since G fixes a point 
in S2. Thus H*(M ; EG)zH*(S2) @ H*(S2”-’ ; &) as an H*(S’“-’ 2 EC) module so 
that g2 u w=x is the desired class with j*(x)[M] $0 (mod p) where g2 E H2(S2) is a 
generator. 
D. Gottlieb has pointed out to me that there is an example of this phenomenon in 
Conner-Floyd [9], p. 81 for Z/4, on a non-orientable manifold. 
Note that the second part of (1.1) cannot be extended to cases where X is not a manifold, 
i.e. S# 0. We given an example where XG#O but XG n W=Qr and for any 
~EH”(X ; EC), j*y[X] ~0 modJGI. It shows also (3.5) cannot be extended to general 
“non-manifold” fixed points. 
Let W be a free G-manifold with boundary, and let M be the double of W along a W, so 
M = W, u W, with W, n W, = d W, = a W, and M is a free G-manifold. Let X = Ml W, = 
WI/t3 W,, so XG =a single point, the equivalence class of W, t X. Then we have a 
commutative diagram: 
c 
M-X 
MxE,~XxE, 
G G 
Now c,[M] = [X] SO if ~EH”(X ; EC) then jr(y)[X] =j:(y)(c,[M])=(cj,)*(y)[M] = 
j*(E*(y))[M] -0 mod/ GI, sin& G acts freely on M. 
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